- What is PCC?
- Recent directions of PCC from siloed data to linked data, and a big step towards that
is moving from traditional cataloging to identity management (e.g., name authority
disambiguation).
different pilots, i.e. ISNI, URIs in MARC, Wikidata

- UCLA answered the call of participation to the pilot when it started, and also
aligning/getting involved with the Wikidata Affinity Group and the general huge
community
Perfect time to start this pilot during remote work
Confluence page
Subgroups

We are all familiar with Wikipedia, the free large encyclopedia that we tend to consult
first when we want to find easy and fast information. Wikidata is a sister project
operated by the Wikimedia Foundation. It is considered as the linked-data repository,
It is developed to provide Wikipedia and its sister projects with structured and
reusable data. And that what makes libraries and GLAM institutions interested in
exploring the use of Wikidata, as Paromita has mentioned? [NEXT SLIDE]

Wikidata was launched in October of 2012.
Wikidata is currently the largest Wikimedia project, with over 95 million content pages.
It is a free and open knowledge base; anyone can create an account to add and edit
content.
It is a collaborative platform to share and spread resources, with a community of
thousands of volunteers.
Wikidata is an international and multilingual project.
It is also considered a central storage for structured linked data, data read and
edited by both human and machine.
Let’s look closely at the structure of the data in this knowledge base. [NEXT SLIDE]

In Wikipedia, entities are presented in articles written in an encyclopedic style of
language and textual information.
Most Wikipedia articles are presented in Wikidata; the link to access the Wikidata
item of the entities is found in the left column.
We see on the slide the article on Noam Chomsky, the well-known American linguist.
[NEXT SLIDE]

In Wikidata, information about Chomsky is presented in a structured way. He is
identified by a single item with identifier that start with Q
Each item needs to include a description; a short phrase designed to disambiguate
items with the same or similar labels.
There are also aliases, or alternative names for items, as well as what to call
Chomsky in other languages. [NEXT SLIDE]
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But obviously there is a lot more to tell about Chomsky, such as his nationality, date
and place of birth, education, employment, and notable works or publications.
These types of information can be expressed in statements.
Statements are the heart of the structured data, and what make Wikidata a source for
acquiring richer descriptions and a platform for publishing, linking, and enriching
library linked data.
[NEXT SLIDE]
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In Wikidata, we can create items to represent all different things. It can basically cover
all domains of knowledge: people, organizations, places, scientific articles, books,
concepts, topics, chemicals, events, artworks, etc.
Each item would have a unique number that starts with Q (called QID).
In addition to items, there are also properties that start with a P. Properties are used
to describe a specific aspect of data about the items.
Value is the actual piece of data that answers to the specific aspect defined in the
property. We can record more than one value.
While -- Anyone can create items, Creating new properties requires a property
proposal that is formally discussed online.
Items +Properties and values make statements that have the general form of triple.
This model aligns well with the RDF triple model of the semantic web.
[NEXT SLIDE]
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One interesting feature of Wikidata is that provenance and attribution can easily be
included using the references and qualifiers, which are core to the Wikidata data
model.
1) References are used to point to specific sources that back up the data provided in
a statement:
2) Qualifiers are used in order to further describe or refine the value of a property
given in a statement. Example of qualifiers: the start and ending time, specify the
value (such as position held, academic major ..)
Like statements, Qualifiers and references also consist of a property and a value.
[NEXT SLIDE]
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We can also add ranks to data with statements that have multiple values. The default
rank is the "normal" rank;
it may also be marked with "preferred" or "deprecated" ranks.
For example, the current city mayor would have the preferred rank.
The deprecated rank is used for statements that are known to include errors, or that
represent outdated knowledge. [NEXT SLIDE]
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Wikidata can act as a central hub that connects with vast federated ecosystems of
knowledge bases that can interact with Wikidata.
That can be done through the addition of persistent identifiers from all sorts of
databases and authority lists, such as the ones on the slide (VIAF, ISNI, ORCID, and
many others). [NEXT SLIDE]
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Wikidata links to external data via hundreds of different types of identifiers
We can add Wikidata IDs in library catalogs and resources (such as in MARC
records or index database) and we have been doing this in our catalog as part the
the PCC MARC URI pilot that Paramito has mentioned earlier
Wikidata is considered as a low-barrier method for creating and using LOD in libraries
[NEXT SLIDE]

I mentioned earlier that Wikidata is an international and thus a multilingual project.
Across all Wikidata entities, 410 languages are used. While English is the default
interface language, the project is intended to be used by, and be useful for, users of
every language possible
Every Wikidata entry for a page contains a list of links for that page in different
languages.
As we see in this slide, chomsky’s entry is available in 123 entries in different
languages
All Wikidata editors, no matter what language they choose, are working on the same,
common data set, this is accomplished by representing all entities in the system with
internal ids, which are then translated on display to their labels in the user's language.
Editors can edit data in more than one language. There are tools and gadgets are
available to make internationalization easier. [NEXT SLIDE]

In addition to the work done by humans, Wikidata is enriched by the use of many
tools, bots, scripts, and gadgets that facilitate the process, with or without the
necessity of human decision-making.
Such tools can create items and add labels, descriptions, statements, sources,
interwiki links, and other functionalities.
QuickStatements is one great tool for batch editing
The example on the slide from the editing history of the item for UCLA Andras
Bodrogligeti", indicates the editing that was done by a bot to add identifiers to his
items
[NEXT SLIDE]
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This wikidata page is a list of tools you can use to work with Wikidata more quickly
and comfortably.
It list the tools by the functionality such as : editing, query, visualize data, etc. [NEXT
SLIDE]

Once the data is in Wikidata, you can pull the data for analysis and/or visualization
through a number of ways. Wikidata’s query service provides an interface to write
queries using the SPARQL query language.
Wikidata also provides an API (application programming interface) if you want to use
the data in your own applications, or create your own tools to work with what is in
Wikidata. [NEXT SLIDE]

So with this rich ecosystem of human editors and bots, there is a considerable effort
to enforce data quality and consistency, which is of great concern to libraries’
communities.
There are tools for detecting errors and the misuse of data, discussion pages for
every item in Wikidata, along with a saved history of the edits applied to the item, with
options to undo changes.
Also: Project chats is a place to discuss all aspects of Wikidata, such as policy and
proposals, issues with individual data items, technical issues, etc.
In sum, there are lots of opportunities and potential for library use, but also some
challenges that librarians/catalogers may encounter. I will switch over to Erica to tell
us more about this.
[NEXT SLIDE]
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So it’s been almost half a year since we started this pilot and got our hands into
Wikidata, and we’ve taken note of differences between the traditional cataloging
environment where we largely work with other catalogers, and the Wikidata
environment where we are essentially working with anyone who chooses to
contribute.

One difference is in rules that govern work in each environment. With traditional
cataloging, rules take largely a top-down approach with Library of Congress and
relevant committees defining rules to address ambiguities and complexities in
bibliographic data, and bring consistency to cataloging work. These screenshots are
just a sample of the amount of documentation available to guide cataloging work.
[next slide]

In contrast, Wikidata is more community driven, and as Iman mentioned, there is
infrastructure by way of project chats, proposal discussions, and the like to get
community input and reach consensus. Wikidata, while not absent of some core rules,
generally allows contributors flexibility in how they might want to model and represent
their data, and consistency usually comes from looking for examples of similar items
or projects that the community has worked on. And these screenshots are an
example of Wikiprojects where some group has shared how they’re representing their
data so that others can follow their data models. And so that has been something of
an adjustment, shifting from trying to find defined rules to looking at analogous work,
such as what other academic libraries are doing with respect to faculty, for instance
[next slide]

Another big difference is the barrier to entry for participation. With traditional
cataloging, for example, there is a rather high barrier to entry if a cataloger wants to
create or update the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), or Name
Authority Files. In addition to getting training on all the aforementioned
documentation, there’s also certain membership that a cataloger must have to
participate. If you have the training and membership to participate in proposing new
subject headings or modifications to subject headings, this is not an instantaneous
process. These screenshots show the official process of requesting new or changes
to existing Library of Congress subject headings, and as you can see, it can take up
to 10 weeks, and can definitely be much longer. [next slide]

Compare that to creating a new item in Wikidata, which can be achieved essentially
with 2 clicks, creating an item, filling in some basic information, and then hitting
“Create”.
One benefit to this lower barrier of entry is increased and more diverse participation in
Wikidata, and can also be great in terms of being quicker to adapt to changes in
language and concepts. For instance, something as controlled as the LCSH means
that language can really lag behind in currency and become outdated or
inappropriate. So especially for critical cataloging initiatives and ethical description,
where we recognize that there are problematic terms with regard to describing people
in LCSH, Wikidata may prove a better alternative for vocabularies that have long
needed some change. [next slide]

On the other hand, this low barrier to entry also means that catalogers may need to
grapple with the idea of control and ownership over data. Once our data is in
Wikidata, anyone can edit that data and change it, so the data in many ways is less
stable than what we’re used to within our own controlled environment. And when
there are changes, they are hopefully for the better, but there are certainly cases
where bad actors may be diminishing the quality of the data. Vandalism is something
that Wikidata patrols, and here’s just one example of someone doing some strange
things to Socrates’ Wikidata item, and thankfully, those changes were reverted back.
[next slide]

Finally, going back to the relative lack of strict rules in Wikidata, contributors are free
to model their data in ways that make sense to them, and whereas in traditional
cataloging, the cataloging community more or less works from the same ontologies
and data models, such as the RDA or Resource Description and Access standard, for
the same set of data, there can be multiple ways to represent that in Wikidata, and it’s
been an interesting learning experience coming into contact with the variety of data
models for the same concepts. Here is a screenshot showing how, for data regarding
someone’s education details, one contributor has chosen to use “educated at” as a
property in the statement, whereas another has put it as a qualifier for “academic
degree”, and vice versa. [next slide]

We can also see differences in the representation of dates, one being a more specific
representation than the other. This can make it harder to query Wikidata than our own
siloed data since a query-er will need to account for these modelling differences. Add
to that, while in our own database, we may have a clear idea of the scope of our data,
that can be difficult to gauge in Wikidata; how complete is my results set?

So these are some of the characteristics of Wikidata work that we’ve run into through
the course of this pilot so far. But we’re also just really excited about the possibilities
of linking data of interest to the larger Wikidata knowledgebase, and thinking about
what we can now do with our data that we couldn’t do before? And we’ve found a few
cool ideas that we hope can also spark your ideas of the possibilities with Wikidata.
[next slide]

So as Paromita mentioned, one of our projects is adding faculty to Wikidata. Here is a
faculty member’s item in Wikidata, Gregory A. Bryant, and just right off the bat, after
this item was created, a bot came in and added some Dutch, speaking to the
multilingual aspect of Wikidata. That was not data that I needed to put in, but it has
enhanced the data and a researcher can now take advantage of these types of
additions. [next slide]

Same with these additional identifiers. I didn’t add those identifiers, someone else did,
and so now this item links out to even more information in these different databases.
So that’s just the Wikidata item itself. [next slide]

Now I want to introduce Scholia, which is kind of a visualization interface that runs on
top of Wikidata, and can visualize a lot of data relevant to academic scholarship. So if
I just search Gregory A. Bryant again here, suddenly I can see connections to a whole
host of information that was not in his item, but are linked to his item. Information such
as scholarly articles that he has written and metadata about those articles. [next
slide]

I can also see his publishing trend over the years, and also whether he was first or
corresponding author. [next slide]

Not only that, but I can also see who he has co-authored with, according to Wikidata.
All of this information has been contributed by many parties, and we can all
collectively benefit from each of us putting different pieces of data into Wikidata. I
think this kind of analysis of data would have been much more difficult if we were to
try and collect all of this information ourselves. [next slide]

Scholia can also provide visualizations regarding topics, not just people. I just did a
search on Wikidata itself to see what I can learn about it as a topic, and here’s a
visualization of co-occuring topics with Wikidata. And you can see that the main
nodes are Wikipedia and SPARQL, very related topics to Wikidata, but you can also
see GLAM and bibliographic metadata, which speaks to how involved the GLAM
community is with Wikidata. [next slide]

COVID has also shown up, which leads me to believe that Wikidata is, in a very
timely way, playing a part in our understanding and knowledgebase of COVID as well.
[next slide]

One last example in the realm of the arts and with potential for digital humanities is a
project called the Sum of All Paintings, and its goal is just to have a Wikidata item for
every notable painting in the world through crowd-sourcing efforts and volunteer
contributions. And by adding details about paintings in a structured way, such as
listing materials it’s made from, like bronze, you can then build another visualization
tool on top of this dataset, such as [next slide]

the OpenArtBrowser, and you can ask questions such as what artwork in the world is
made of bronze, or even [next slide]

what artwork around the world has cats in it. [next slide]

So to quickly sum up the Pilot team’s progress so far, here are our current stats for
the pilot. To date, we’ve created upwards of 300 items and edited even more, and you
can see the work we’ve done with items for faculty, for academic units and buildings,
for enhancing items with non-Roman languages, including Persian, Arabic, and
Armenian, and for special collections, and UCLA open access journals. [next slide]

And while the art browser uses data that we aren’t working on, here’s a quick
visualization of data we’ve entered into Wikidata through this pilot, specifically our
team working on UCLA buildings. Our project team added building items with
coordinate data, I ran a query using Wikidata’s query service, and without needing
any kind of special software, Wikidata allowed us to quickly visualize their work on
this map. [next slide]

As we move to questions, we just wanted to leave you with a testimonial from one of
our team members, Joseph Andrews, and how his work with UCLA buildings has
helped him quote “learn a lot about their history and their occupants”…and “this
includes highlighting the contributions of local and BIPOC leaders and architects as
well as bringing attention to UCLA’s sustainability efforts through its green building
construction and renovation projects.”

